
After several months of testing we have found some 
solutions to prevent customers from having to get there 
systems reprogrammed after installing LED headlight bulbs 
or LED full assemblies. Installing a 21w resistor to both the 
driver and passenger side headlight will accumulate enough 
resistance to the system as it came from factory. 

Most Common Issue: 

(1) When the low beam is engaged the High Beam will turn on as well and will not turn 
off.

Fix: Install 21w Resistor in the #5 and #6 wires on the headlight. 
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Rectifier: 

#5-(Brown) Low Beam Power 
#6-(Black) Common Ground

Rectifier: 
#5-(Brown) Low Beam Power 
#6-(Black) Common Ground

Whats Involved: 

Step 1: 

Pry the t-tap open with a flat head 
screw driver so that the wires slip in 
easier



Step 2: 

Slide the Headlight and resistor wire 
into the Grooved edge and Close 
the t-tap

Step 3: 

Compress the Top the T-Tap with 
pliers. Make sure you press down 
hard to insure that the t-tap breaks 
through the insulation of the wire

Step 4: 

Zip Tie the Resistor to the Chassis 
of the truck: 

Caution: The Resistors get 
extremely Hot. Make sure the 
Resistors are not mounted to any 
plastic or they will melt right 
through and cause damage. 



Please contact your Vivid Lumen account manager for more details. For 
order/PO support contact customer service at 1-888-498-5525 or email 
Vivid Auto Orders at orders@vividlumen.com

Complete

Trouble Shooting
Issue 1: 

The resistors have not solved any 
problems 

Answer: 

A) Strip the end of the resistors and
attach a multimeter on the ends,
the meter should have a reading

B) Increase the pressure with the
pliers in order for the t-tap to
make a connection.

C) The Resistor must get hot in
order to work properly.


